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camoshield and Phantomleaf:

Ultimate camouflage at any time of day and against any background

As the textile licensing partner of Phantomleaf®, Schoeller combines its high-tech fabrics for various 

special forces with the unique and patented camouflage system from Phantomleaf®. This results in elastic 

Schoeller functional fabrics that provide not only flame protection but also multispectral camouflage 

protection in the visual and near-infrared range, as well as MIR - (thermal imaging), by utilizing 

camoshield technology.

Phantomleaf®: the module camouflage system for changing backgrounds

Phantomleaf® develops modular camouflage systems for professional use. Particularly with 

objects moving against changing backgrounds, these display an across-the-board improved 

camouflage effect and increase tactical flexibility. The users of products of this kind –

primarily special forces from the military or police forces – face extreme challenges. In order 

to provide them with optimum support, the focus is placed on camouflage solutions tailored 

to their special requirements.

The highly-mobile deployment of military and security 

staff involves constant and frequent change of 

surroundings. Phantomleaf® was therefore developed 

as a global, modular, coordinated camouflage system. 

The camouflage patterns can be individually combined 

and offer the decisive benefit of blending autoadaptively 

into changing backgrounds. This takes place in a 

manner which flows from close range to greater 

distances. The camouflage schema can first blend into 

wooded surroundings with brown leaf floor and, next 

time, into green foliage.

The patented Phantomleaf® system can be implemented using robust and energy-efficient methods. 

The patented algorithm configures the camouflage schema so that they can be used on a variety of objects: from 

personal clothing and equipment to vehicles – on land, on water and in the air. These can be integrated into 

existing camouflage patterns. This achieves increased performance – without the uniform character being lost, 

and thus supports friend-foe identification. 
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camoshield: for multispectral camouflage in the thermal imaging and SWIR area

camoshield,developed by SSZ Camouflage and Schoeller Textil, is a unique technology for 

multispectral camouflage in the thermal imaging and SWIR category. This latest protective 

technology sets new standards in detection reduction, coupled with the highest level of 

wearing comfort. As a result, camoshield is ideal for special forces. NIR, TIR and SWIR sensors have become 

widely available at low costs, which leads to the need for a new form of protection for special forces on assignment.

camoshield was developed for this purpose by two Swiss innovation leaders in technical textiles - SSZ 

Camouflage and Schoeller Textil AG. With this technology, textiles offer ideal camouflage both during the day and 

at night. This means a best-in-class and permanent camouflage effect with the highest level of wearing comfort, 

optimum lightness and protection from wind and weather. Furthermore, readiness for night fighting is significantly 

increased.

In addition to the near-infrared signature (NIR),

camoshield offers protection in the thermal infrared 

area. It reduces the signature by lowering the surface 

temperature by up to 10 °C, without insulating the 

wearer. Compared with conventional camouflage 

wear, camoshield offers additional protection from 

optronic equipment. camoshield was specially 

developed for night assignments on open terrain and 

delivers its optimum performance at ambient 

temperatures between 0 and 37 °C (32 to 98.6 °F).
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